Vinyl siding offers the clear business advantage. It’s inherently faster and easier to install than other cladding, offers tremendous savings on installed cost and is supported by strong industry training programs to help you assure a quality installation.

**DOUBLE YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY**

REQUIRES ROUGHLY 1/2 THE MAN HOURS OF FIBER CEMENT TO INSTALL

- **VINYL SIDING**
- **FIBER CEMENT**

Vinyl siding’s light weight makes it easy to handle and easily workable, so installation is virtually hassle free.

- LIGHTER WEIGHT
- EASIER HANDLING
- SIMPLER JOBSITE CUTTING
- LOW MATERIAL WASTE
- NO BREAKAGE

**VINYL SIDING REQUIRES ONLY ONE INSTALLER INSTEAD OF TWO, AS WITH OTHER SIDING OPTIONS**

- VS.

**ENGINEERED FOR EASY INSTALLATION**

- SELF-SUPPORTING LOCK + LIGHTER WEIGHT = FEWER HANDS NEEDED
- EASY-TO-LEVEL DESIGN = LESS TIME MEASURING BETWEEN COURSES
- NO RESPIRATOR REQUIRED* = LESS JOBSITE HASSLE


Vinyl siding is purposefully designed for ease of installation, with features that eliminate jobsite hassle—easy enough for one installer to handle alone.

**QUALITY INSTALLATION, CERTIFIED**

The Vinyl Siding Institute’s industry-wide certification program helps ensure a high standard of installation, minimizing issues and callbacks. Get certified online at vinylsiding.org/getcertified

Get more information at vinylsiding.org